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NEw sNow AND rcc  REsEARcH LABoRAToRy  IN  cANADA 6ZS

NEW SNOW AND ICE  RESEARCH LABORATORY

IN  CANADA

By LonNn W. Gorr

(Snow and Ice Section, Division of Building Research, National Research Council,

Ottawa, Canada)

Nrw low-temperature laboratories consisting of two rooms designed to give the necessary con-

trolled low-temperature environment were put into operation in July rg14 by the Division of

Building Research of the National Research Council of Canada. One room is to be used primarily

for experiments related to cold weather building research and the second for experiments on

snow and ice. The rooms operate over the temperature range f4oo F. to -5oo F. ({4.4" C. to
-+y56'C.) controlled to ;9o.5'F. (o.27" C.).

The need for a cold room in which research studies on snow and ice could be carried out uncer
controlled conditions was recognized from the inception of the Building Research Division in ry47.
Since that time every possible oppornrnity has been taken to obtain advice on the design and

construction of such a room. The advice of Dr. M. R. de Quervain, Director of the Swiss Federal

Snow and Avalanche Research Institute at the Weissfluhjoch, Davos, Switzerland, and of members

of the staff of the Snow, Ice and Permafrost Research Establishment of the United States of

America proved to be most useful and is gratefully acknowledged.

A brief description of the rooms and associated refrigeration equipment and the nature of the

work planned for the snow and ice cold room follows. A more detailed description of the con-

struction of the rooms and of the refrigeration system will be published at a later date.

CoNstnuctroN or SNow eup Icn Corp Roonr

After many months of detailed planning, the actual construction of the rooms began in
November 1953. The snow and ice cold room is abox zz ft. 7 n. by 18 ft. rr in. by rr ft. 9 in.
(6'9x5'8x3'6 m.) completely enclosed in a sheet-copper vapour seal and resting on sleepers
2 in. (5 cm.) off the concrete basement floor. The walls, floor and ceiling of the room are wood
frame, to in. (25 cm.) thick containing 8 in. (zo cm.) of glass wool insulation. Entrance into the
r o o m i s t h r o u g h a d o o r 3 f t . 6 i n . b y 6 f t . 6 i n . ( r . r X 2 ' o m . ) ( ' l A " F i g .  r , p . 6 3 7 ) , i n t o a n a i r l o c k

6 ft. by 4 ft. 5 in. by 9 ft. 6 in. (r.8r xy3xz.g m.) and then through a second door ("8" Fig. r)
into the room proper. The inside dimensions of the cold room are zr ft. by ry ft. 4 in. by 9 ft. 6 in.
(6.+xS':x2.9 m.). A floor area of +ft.by ry ft. 4 in. (r '2x5.3 m.) is taken up by the diffusers
against the back wall and 7 ft. ro in. by 5 ft. zin. (z'4xr6 m.) by the airlock. A false ceiling of
perforated asbestos board reduces the floor-to-ceiling height to 8 ft. 9 in. (z.Z ̂ .).

No permanent service connexions were brought into the cold room except those required for
the refrigeration equipment and room lighting. Three service panels each consisting of twelve
z n. (25 cm.) diameter capped entrances arranged in three rows of four were installed at"C",
"D" and "E" (Fig. 2, p. 63+).Any services such as electrical connexions required from outside
the room during the operation of an experiment can be brought through one of the z in. diameter
ports. At "F" is located a window r8 in. by z4 in. (o'45 Xo'6 m.) consisting of four spaced sheets
of glass sealed in place for visual observation into the cold room.

Ventilation is provided for the room at the rate of 3o cu. ft. (o.84 cu. m.) per minute through a
cooling coil and duct serving each of the two diffuser units (Fig. z). Nr flow is induced by the
action of the fan in the difruser unit, and precooling and dehumidifying of the entering air are
accomplished by the small cooling coil.

4r*
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MrcneNrcer- EgurrmeNr

The refrigeration load for both rooms is carried by three identical sets of two-stage, 3o-horse-
poy.er, direct-expansion compressors employing monochlorodifluoromethane (Fieoi zz) as
refrigerant' One unit is permanently connected to difiuser r in the snow and ice told room, the
second unit to diffuser 4 in the other cold room and the third unit can be connected to either
diffuser z in the snow and ice cold room or diffuser 3 in the second cold room as required. This
arrangement offers the possibility of increased capacity for rapid "pull down" of a room (two
compressors working on one room), allows continuous operation of the cold rooms when one set
of diffuser coils must be defrosted, and gives good measuri of protection in the event of mechanical
failure of one of the units. Each unit has enough capacity to carry the estimated maximum
"holding" load.

Each compressor, when in use, operates continuously. After the air is cooled by the evaporator
coils in the diffuser, it is reheated to provide the room temperature desired by eiectrical heaters.
The capacity of the compresso?s can be varied by manual unioading of cylinders to match approxi-
mately the heat load of the room and thus keep the reheating to a minimum. The electrical h6aters,
in each diffuser unit, used for reheating the air have a mari*n* output of rz kilowatts.

When the coils in the diffuser operating have accumulated a large amount of ice, this unit is
shut down after the cooling load has been transferred to the second difinser in the room. The ice
on the coils can then be rapidly removed by electrical heaters without afiecting femperature con-
ditio,rs in the room.

Fig. 3 is a view of the mechanical equipment room in which the compressors are located. The
location of this room in relation to the two cold rooms is shown in Fig. r. A r-horsepower refrigera-
tion unit is used to keep the temperature of the airlock close to the temperat,t." of th" roo-.

Arn Crncurerron INsmn SNow eNo Ice Coro Roovr

In order to achieve the close control of temperature desired in the working space of the room,
a high 

1ut9 
ol air change was necessary. In normal cold room construction ihis results in large,

Iocalized drafts which are uncomfortable at low temperatures. In the D.B.R. snow and ice cJld
room, the air, which has passed through the cooling coils and been reheated to provide the control
temPeratur€, goes from the diffuser into the space between the main ceiling and false ceiling of
the room. The air is forced through perforations in the asbestos board ceiling and gives uniform
distrib-ution throughout the room at a velocity which is acceptable even at lowtemperatures. (The
rlte of air change can be altered by changing the speed of the three-speed motoidriving the air
circulating fan.)

At maximum fan speed the variation in temperature throughout the room is not more than
*ro F. (o.S' C.) while the control operates to ++" F.

Aare Leyour

Inside the cold room the layout in the working space has been kept flexible. At prpsent a lathe

11d band saw for preparing ice samples for strength tests are located at"H" and "f" respectively
(Fig. r). Bench space, which is movable, is provided at "J" along the front wall. In order to give
the maximum free area, bench space will be increased or decreased with the demand. A table is
located at "K" to be used in conjunction with the lathe and band saw for preparing ice specimens.
On the table at "J" is mounted a small testing machine of zooo kg. capacity.

Outside the cold room is an air conditioned working space whose layout is shown in Fig. r.
This space is used as a general working area for various tasks, including setting up experimenis to
be carried out in the cold room, storing instruments, constructing apparatus, and locating apparatus
associated with experiments in progress in the cold room. A small low-temperature cabinet is
located in this room ("G" Fig. r) in which small-scale experiments, can be cariied out.
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The initial program to be undertaken within the cold room will be modest because of the

shortage of staff. Work has begun on measuring the ultimate strengths of ice in tension and

compression and the influence of temperature and rate of loading. This will be followed by studies

on the elastic and plastic behaviour of ice. This work is to form the foundation for an approach

to the problems of determining the bearing strengths of ice sheets, the loads which can develop

against structures from static ice, and the loads ra'hich can be exerted against structures by flowing

ice.

MS. receiaed. + May rySs



Fig. z. A aizw of the bach of the snow and ice eold room showing the piping for the rejrigeration

equipment, the oentilation duets and one oJ the serz;ice panels. On the right is seen the front
of the second cold room and associated temberature indicators and controllers

Fig.3, A xieza of part of the mechanical equipment room shouing two of the 3o-horsepower
compressors with their associated equipment

Photoeraphs by the National Fihn Board oJ Canada


